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Article abstract
Writing and Responsibility : Three Types of Anthropologist
Foucault's work helped us to understand how the scientists (science's authors)
contribute to building the contemporary world by describing it, analysing it
and objectifying it, leaving nothing unattended. Implicitly or not, those crucial
actors expose in their texts different " patterns of humanity " to which their
power to speak the truth may give a huge resonance. How should this
responsibility be understood and lived ? Arguing in favour of an ethic of care
for the consequences, this article proposes three types of anthropologist and
analyzes the relationship of each one with the consequences of his published
texts. The classical scholar keeps a distance he deems necessary between his
work and ils consequences. The guilty scholar is submerged by his position of
power towards those he studies and tries to escape from this predicament. The
thoughtful scholar cares for the world he shares with others to the point of
accepting to submit his writing to this care and to take responsibility for its
consequences even if he cannot master them. Borrowing Foucault's words, this
ethos can be seen as a practice of deliberate and non indifferent freedom,
which could help to revitalize the moral self in today's world.
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